
SASC Admin  Notes
Date: February 6th 2022
Open of meeting: 11:03 am
12 Concepts read by: Cheryle T

Admin topics

1. Open positions
2. SAUDS(Seattle Area Unity Day Service) GuidelinesContinued review of admin meeting

guidelines
3. Admin Google drive\best practices documents
4. Gwynnd's magical submittable reimbursement form
5. Follow up of new Treasurer practices for giving receipts to Home Groups
6. FYI to the admin…3 Bounced checks last month
7. Inventory follow up
8. Admin compliance dependent on admin meeting attendance

Opening announcement:

Jake(RCM 1): Next month I need time(Like 30 to 45 minutes) set aside for the CAR. There are 3 videos
that we are supposed to watch as well.
April Region (RAC) is going to be in person and virtual so if you are required to go, check with your
respective sub committees at region to see which one they are doing.

Topic 1: Open Positions

Brief discussion about whether there is a SINAC liaison or not during roll call, There is someone who has
been representing the position and plans on running but has not as of yet been voted into the position.

Yas(Chair): Does anyone have Mario's number who could reach out to him to see if he is going to be
here today to run for Sincal Liaison?

Vice Chair is open this month. Darnell is going to be running today, he does not have 2 years clean, he
has 18 months so my plan today is going to be to put a motion in asking if the guidelines can be
suspended so that he can run for the position. It's technically a guidelines suspension so it does have to
go back to the groups but he seems like he really wants to do the position.

Activities chair is opening up this month. Thank you so much Tania!!! You have done an incredible job
during a time where it was extremely difficult to make activities work!
Activities Treasurer position is still open.

Unity day Chair Still suspended until guidelines approval.



Topic 2: Unity Day Guidelines

Yas(Chair): So not surprisingly no one contacted me to give feedback on the guidelines(LOL) but I did
work on the Unity day Guidelines on my own. I thought about them a lot, did some soul searching and
talking to Artemis and I think we made some really good changes. Some changes I made are about
money handling. Others are language changes that I think clarify things.

So i didn't get the changes done until this morning, i'm sorry about that. I did get a lot of changes done
though and I did finish making changes. I'm also a lot more confident about where the guidelines stand a
this point. I'm going to be turning them in today for a vote, I know I haven't sent them out yet, like I said
they were turned in late. I'm going to go over some of them here but regardless of what we discuss i'm
going to be putting them to a vote today at Area.

Note: Yas went over some of the new language to do with the description of Unity days purpose
and goals

Cheryle T(C and E): Unity Day is for Unity specifically. SINAC is something different. They are 2 different
things and so that's just my comment. 1 is a convention, the other is a service opportunity to help people
who would never see each other in a meeting, whether you're in Ballard, or in Duvall or in Skyway, etc.
We started Unity Day because people wouldn't go across the bridge(from Seattle to East side or vice
Versa) let alone go to a meeting with differing opinions.

Yas(Vice Chair): That's good. I can take that into consideration. My thinking was just to give some
referential things for people to look at to see Unity day as something that is among our many things that
contribute to Seattle harmony.

Unity day financials are going to be changed from requiring Area to give 5k to getting 5k BASed on
availability. All of this will be decided after a quarterly audit and will than be decided again by the GSRs.

Cheryle T(C and E): I just want to make it clear that Unity Day has lost money before, even though its
made money there have been times where it definitely has lost money. When it's “made a profit” has been
good, but it's not guaranteed.

Topic 3: Admin Google Drive

Yas(Vice Chair): Everybody should have gotten an email from Matt, A folder shared with them called
SASC admin.  It's a google folder where Matt has sent up a place for every position. It's a place where we
can put our best practices docs, opening readings for Admin and Area, and notes that I assume the Vice
chair will use when we have one.

If any of you have a Best practices doc, please share it via the new google doc.

Topic 4: Gwynnds magical Reimbursement form

Yas(Vice Chair):Don't know if you guys saw but Gwynnd has put together a great form.



Tyler(Treasurer): I thought it looked fantastic, our comments are mostly around making a field for people
to put down something for them to receive text or email. Beyond that I think it looked super good. I really
appreciate Gwynnd stepping up and doing that for us.

I also have a lot of emails that have been sent to me that have been sent to  my junk mail and deleting
after 10 days, so I have been missing a lot of emails from groups that have been going in there.

So let groups know if you need to do a Reimbursement!

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1rvDP_hJKc6BbKYnI4Z3pS1u045pyxG_J?usp=sharing

Motion 5: Group contribution receipts

Tyler(Treasurer): What we are thinking for the most part is the most efficient way is to write and update a
PDF doc to send to the recording secretary every month. It will list out the group names and the
contribution for that month. I think for the most part that will both keep to the guidelines requirements, and
get groups the information they need.

Yas(Vice Chair): Please, please, during reports, announce that. People will be really happy.

Gwynnd(Web Coordinator): I could put a link at the top menu of the website, So maybe people just
need to find the link.

Yas(Vice Chair) :I think there is a component on the home page, I don't think it's a problem that it's
inaccessible on the website.

Tony(Literature): It's on the link at the beginning, and under the service tabs. It says directly under the
service tab “Online Literature Form”. Then if you go to the SASC website and scroll down the link is right
there.

Motion 6: FYI to the admin…3 Bounced checks last month

Tyler(Treasurer): It will be in my report this month because it's required. We had 3 checks that were
returned last month. There is a little background around this so I want to be clear. One was NSF, our
guidelines do have specific ways that we deal with this, so i have sent a letter to the individual. If the
people don't pay it then i'll be back at admin next month with further info. We also had 2 checks that
stopped payment. The person who issued the check, my feeling here is that because the checks were
from November, they put a stop on the check. So because the person put a stop on the check we were hit
with a 12 dollar fine. Since then the group has made contributions through zell, I feel that this isn't a
matter of insufficient funds that falls on the groups, I think things could have been handled better, but
there are no guidelines requirements for how we deal with checks or fees.



Yas(Vice Chair):NSF letter I got asks for the Fee, and for the money that was going to contribute. Home
group decided that I didn't have to do that because I got a fee on my side as well. Is there an option for
me to just pay the fee, or is there a requirement to do that.

Tyler(Treasurer): If you can establish that your group is okay with you just paying the Bank Fee  and you
supply a copy of the minutes with your group saying that they are okay with the contributions not being
given to Area and are accounted for. It comes down to the fact that we are required to seek out the 7th
tradition money that is, from our perspective, missing.

Just to clarify, I had the key to the mailbox and realistically I shouldn't have ever had it because if the
treasurer has the key and gets a check and has their name on the accounts, they could just abscond with
the funds. It's supposed to be held by the Chair.  The mailbox was not checked regularly, the checks
didn't get to me until like 4 or 5 months later.

Topic 7: Inventory Continued

Yas(Vice Chair): I'm trying to work on this. I'm working with an ad hoc committee but right now I'm
operating without a vice chair, so things are really strapped right now but there is an ad hoc committee
and the next thing we are going to work on is going to have Gwynnd set up a suggestion box on the
website. I'm sorry I don't have anything to report on it but the suggestion Naomi had given me was to go
over it at every admin just to make sure we keep it in mind.

Topic 8 - Admin compliance dependent on admin meetings

Yas(Vice Chair): Last month we talked about defining what the admin meetings are and when they meet.
We got caught up on when the Admin notes go out. I think we landed on the admin notes going on
whenever, as long as they go out before Area.

Cheryle T(C and E): Eventually I'm thinking we will be going to hybridized Area. At that point is Admin
supposed to be on site or on zoom until 11 am and then go to Area? Are we going to continue this?

Yas(Vice Chair): That's a great question, I didn't know that about the facility. When will that be ready?

Cheryle T(C and E):They have been setting up for it for a while. They have approached us and they want
us to meet there.

Tony(Literature): They are in stage 4 of re-developing this whole thing. They want to support us in any
way they can, like real hybrid, not the type of hybrid that doesn't work.

Cheryle T(C and E):They have a drop down big screen, sound set up, etc, it's really great!

Tony(Literature): We have an ad hoc committee that is investigating what our groups need to serve our
community. I'll pass  Darrens name to you. It just takes some communication.Just to let you know that I
have been doing the monthly insurance thing for a year!

I actually have a quick question as well. Have we decided that we are going to meet in person in March?



Yas(Vice Chair):So its ion the per view of the Chair to decide and Since I have this new information I will
be looking into it and will bring it up for discussion, but don't want to bring it up at area and get a whole
bunch of opinions on something, before I know about all the details with making it hybrid and how the
church is set up etc. So I'll look into that but for the foreseeable future tell people we are still online but by
next month discussion and maybe hybrid by April.

Note: Current Admin requirements can be found in guidelines section 8.1 to 8.4.12. For more
information Visit Seattlena.org/sasc under the “What is the SASC” tab.

Note 2: The following section is in general conversation as opposed to paraphrased dictation as
there was a lot of information(confusing and unsettling information as is always the case when
talking about our guidelines) thrown out all at once that doesn't really translate well to written
word or make much sense without context.

SASC admin members will be out of compliance if: 2 consecutive no shows period, so not showing up
and now sending a representative. If it's your 3rd consecutive meeting and you do not have a
representative you're out of compliance. If you don't make it to the quarterly meeting, 3 meetings in a 12
month period or 4 meetings if a representative is sent.

If you go the SASC, or send a Rep you're there, If you don't go to 3 even if you send a rep in your place,
than you're not compliant and than in an entire 12 month period if you miss 4 SASC in a year than you're
in non compliant unless you send a rep, in which case it just cant be consecutive.

No show for more than 1 quarterly admin meeting, you're out of compliance(Quarterly admin meetings
are January, April, July, October).

Cheryle T(C and E): So who is doing this tracking? Is someone supposed to be keeping a checklist?

Yas(Vice Chair):So i think that's a good question, the whole reason we changed it is because principles
before personalities but the way things are now, we are responsible for pointing these things out
ourselves, which means if i know someone is out of compliance, than  If i don't mention it because i like
that person or don't want to rat someone out, than we have the same problem.

Travis(Recording Secretary): I talked about how a lot of this falls on my position (Recording Sec) and
that that's not necessarily fair and something some people who take the position going forward will be
comfortable with. As Recording Secretary I'm the person most privy to the information of who is present
vs not, and who turns in their reports vs not, which happen to be two of the most common reasons for
admin members to be out of compliance. That means that it could potentially fall on me or more
importantly anyone in the Recording Sec position, to keep track and call people out. This is not something
that was originally part of the position and perhaps more worrying puts a lot of burden on people coming
into the position who maybe don't know people or what’s going on.There are a lot of concerns that I have
with this way of keeping track of compliance. I personally think we are going to have more SASC
members operating out of compliance than ever before. I also think that we are far less likely to report
anyone as out of compliance unless we assign a position to keep track.

Yas(Vice Chair):So this might be a good way for us also to avoid issues, because we could just set
things up so we see, oh i've missed 2, I can't miss another meeting or I'm out of compliance. I don't think
this needs to be a guidelines change, but this might be something good for the best practices guidelines,



because it's not something that's necessarily required, but is something that is the best practice for this
situation.


